[Uncertainty management and medical skills: A clinical and educational reflexion].
Uncertainty arises when information is not sufficient to predict the prognosis or the outcome following an intervention. It is omnipresent in medical daily practice, and will follow each practitioner all along his career. The communication or merely even the feeling of uncertainty is frequently perceived as a negative experience. Nevertheless, rather than a sign of weakness, feeling uncertain reflects a dynamic state of self-reassessment which should be experienced by each doctor involved in providing his patients with the best care. Furthermore, uncertainty may lead to disastrous consequences for practitioners who have not been properly prepared to it, involving the sphere of emotions (stress, anxiety, burn-out) as well as the behavioral field (misdiagnosis, excessive testing, impaired communication…). A growing number of observations, clinical or educational studies, supports the idea that learning uncertainty should be a critical prerequisite to a valuable medical practice. Through this literature review, we propose herein a conceptual glance on uncertainty. Then, we expose some sources of uncertainty in daily practice and teaching, its consequences, and the main factors that contribute to the wide variety of the individual relationship with uncertainty. We finally aim to prompt a global reflexion, falling within an uncertainty competency-based education approach, assuming that our obligation to professionalize the students necessitates making them skilled in dealing with uncertainty.